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ABSTRACT
The Transformational Challenge Reactor (TCR) aims to demonstrate the
capabilities of advanced manufacturing and data analytics to revolutionize the
nuclear design and manufacturing process by deploying a nuclear reactor with
conventionally manufactured fuel embedded in additively manufactured structural
core material. This thesis provides important analyses to support the design and
licensing case for TCR. The thesis first examines the applicability of the systems
codes TRACE and RELAP5-3D to TCR transient analysis. Then, RELAP models
are used to examine the transient response of two candidate core designs. Next,
models for reactivity insertion accidents (RIAs) are used to generate boundary
conditions for transient testing and thermomechanical analysis of TCR fuel
elements, and finally, the uncertainty quantification code RAVEN is used to
quantify the impact of several design parameters on RIA progression at hot zero
power (HZP) and hot full power (HFP).
Comparison of results from TRACE and RELAP showed good agreement in both
codes’ abilities to predict system behavior, but RELAP calcluations were closer to
analytical predictions. Models for a uranium dioxide (UO2) and tristructural
isotropic (TRISO) core at multiple power levels each undergoing a pressurized
loss of forced cooling accident showed greater temperature margins for the
TRISO core at all power levels. Using this information and other scoping
analyses, the TCR design team selected a power level of 3 MW and a TRISObased core design. Once the candidate core design was selected, RELAP
models were constructed representing an RIA at HZP and HFP to provide
boundary conditions to inform testing of TCR fuel at the Transient Reactor Test
Facility. Finally, RAVEN was applied to vary RIA parameters in TCR to
understand the impact on figures of merit-like peak power, fuel and coolant
temperature, and energy deposition. This sensitivity study found that the inserted
reactivity worth was the most important parameter controlling all figures of merit,
but for insertion up to 1.5 dollars ($), no failure of TCR fuel is expected. For
constant reactivity insertions, the magnitude of the Doppler coefficient was found
to have the greatest impact on all figures of merit under most circumstances.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Nuclear energy is the largest ultra-low carbon electricity source in the United
States. The majority of US reactors were constructed almost 40 years ago using
contemporary manufacturing techniques. The current US nuclear fleet comprises
mostly large reactors. However, novel advanced manufacturing techniques and
data analytics bring brand new opportunities to nuclear energy.
Recent years have seen growing interest in deployment of small-scale reactors
for applications in remote installations, in part due to the challenges of climate
change. Reactors with a power level in the range of approximately 1–10 MWe,
called microreactors, are well suited to provide power for remote installations and
isolated communities like those found in the Alaskan interior, which rely almost
entirely on diesel for their energy generation [1]. The Nuclear Energy Institute
(NEI) estimates that complete design and deployment of a microreactor concept
could take five to ten years between ordering and deploying a first-of-a-kind
system. In this window, construction and manufacturing account for three to four
years of the process [2].
The goals of the Transformational Challenge Reactor (TCR) concept are to
reduce the cost and timeline of deploying microreactor systems by coupling
advanced manufacturing techniques to data analytics to improve the nuclear
design and manufacturing process [3].
This thesis answers the following questions regarding the TCR:
• Do the systems codes TRACE and RELAP5-3D provide similar results for
TCR transient analysis?
• Are the UO2-based TCR candidate design and the tri-structural isotropic
(TRISO)-based candidate safe in a pressurized loss-of-forced-cooling
(PLOFC) accident, and at what power levels can these designs be
operated safely?
• What parameters should be used for a transient TRISO-based TCR fuel
test?
• What is the impact of varying design parameters on TCR fuel and core
response for a reactivity-initiated accident (RIA)?
The first step employed to answer these questions was a code-to-code
comparison between TRACE and RELAP for a preliminary TCR design, as
presented in Chapter Three. A code-to-code comparison provides confidence in
TCR transient analysis results and provides results from a licensing tool (RELAP)
and a confirmatory analysis tool employed by regulators (TRACE). Once RELAP
was shown to provide good results for TCR transient analysis, two candidate
1

core designs were analyzed for the PLOFC at 1, 6, and 12 MW, as shown in
Chapter Four. To inform transient testing of TCR fuel in RIA conditions, RELAP
models representing hot zero power (HZP) and hot full power (HFP) RIAs were
constructed to determine fuel temperatures and energy deposition, as provided in
Chapter Five. The results of these models were used as boundary conditions for
planned irradiation experiments in the Transient Reactor Test (TREAT) facility at
Idaho National Laboratory (INL). Finally, these RIA models were used as the
basis for a sensitivity study exploring the impact of changes in design parameters
on figures of merit in an RIA, as described in Chapter Six. The TCR system has
been designed to eliminate the possibility of an RIA, so the analyses conducted
in this thesis do not represent plausible accident scenarios for TCR, but they
provide value for the planned transient testing of TCR fuel and to microreactor
systems similar to TCR.
The Transformational Challenge Reactor
The goals of the TCR are to demonstrate advanced manufacturing technologies
in the design and deployment of reactor technology [3]. TCR employs elements
of the modular high-temperature gas-cooled reactor (mHTGR) such as highpressure helium coolant and a conventionally manufactured TRISO particle fuel.
Unlike the mHTGR, however, TCR employs an yttrium hydride (YH1.7) moderator
instead of a graphite one. Instead of graphite encasing the conventionally
manufactured TRISO particles, an advanced manufactured silicon carbide (SiC)
matrix has been selected due to its high thermal conductivity and stability under
neutron irradiation [4]. The TRISO particles are manufactured conventionally,
and the SiC matrix is formed using binderjet printing and chemical vapor
infiltration. As a result of the analysis presented in Chapter Four and additional
scoping analyses conducted at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), the
power level has been designated as 3 MW. A summary of the key design
parameters for the preconceptual design can be seen in Table 1.

Table 1. Preconceptual reactor design properties

Design Property
Power
Fuel

Value
3 MW
50% by volume conventionally
manufactured UN TRISO
particles in a SiC matrix
19.75%
YH1.7
Helium
7 MPa
External B4C shroud

Enrichment
Moderator
Coolant
System Pressure
Control System
2

Due to an extremely small core size (height and diameter both just under 1
meter), TCR reactivity control will be achieved through an absorbing shroud
surrounding the core. A simple system schematic can be seen in Figure 1, and a
sketch of the TCR can be seen in Figure 2.

Figure 1. Simple TCR systems diagram
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Figure 2: Sketch of the TCR from the TCR fact sheet [3]
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW
To inform the analysis in this thesis, a literature review was conducted to gain an
understanding of gas-cooled reactor safety, historical TRISO testing, impact of
flow channel geometry on heat transfer, microreactor concepts and economics,
and RIA sensitivity studies. Computational and experimental research on gascooled reactors can inform an understanding of TCR behavior. Understanding
historical TRISO tests and what they have revealed about fuel failure
mechanisms provides a background for interpreting the significance of RELAP
results and an understanding of whether fuel failure can be expected. To inform
the sensitivity study in Chapter Six, a review of heat transfer enhancement due to
wavy flow channel geometry was conducted, because preconceptual TCR
designs have employed wavy coolant channels. TCR’s small size and low power
level classify it as a microreactor, and understanding the interest in and
economic case for microreactors is essential for understanding the motivation
behind TCR development. Finally, knowledge of previous RIA sensitivity studies
provides a baseline against which the results of this study can be compared,
providing confidence that the Sobol decomposition has accurately quantified the
importance of each design parameter.

Gas-Cooled Reactor Safety
Several gas-cooled reactors have been built for research and demonstration
purposes around the world, including but not limited to, the Fort St. Vrain reactor
in Colorado, Japan’s High Temperature Test Reactor (HTTR), and the Chinese
High Temperature Reactor 10 MWth (HTR-10). These reactors can be broadly
classified into two categories: prismatic block type and pebble bed type reactors.
The prismatic block type reactor is characterized by TRISO particle fuel
embedded into a cylindrical fuel compact on the order of 30 mm in diameter
These compacts are placed inside hexagonal graphite blocks. Blocks are usually
around 60 cm in height and 36 cm from face to face. Blocks can be stacked
vertically to build a core of any height. The prismatic block reactor can be
structured as either a simple cylindrical core of fuel surrounded by graphite
reflector blocks, or the central fuel blocks can be replaced with an inner graphite
reflector, creating an annular design. The annular design has advantages over
the cylindrical one, including longer cycle length and decreased power density
[5], but the advantages come at the cost of a larger core volume. The pebble bed
reactor is characterized by TRISO particles packed into graphite spheres with a
typical diameter of 6 cm. Thousands of these pebbles can be placed into a core
with helium flowing through the spaces between pebbles [6].
Carlson and Ball identify five key safety features of HTGRs: coated particle fuel,
single-phase helium coolant, a passive decay heat removal system (DHRS),
5

strong negative temperature feedback, and a large, low power density core with
high heat capacity. Large core size and passive DHRS are design safety features
that TCR does not employ. Carlson and Ball also identify several challenges with
HTGR safety in both steady-state and accident scenarios. Primary challenges in
steady state include the formation of hot spots and high uncertainty in power and
temperature values in the core. In accident scenarios, Carlson and Ball highlight
graphite oxidation in the event of air ingress, which is not a challenge associated
with TCR due to the lack of graphite in the core; recriticality in the event of an
anticipated transient without SCRAM (ATWS) such as a PLOFC; and operator
error that could challenge fuel integrity, such as reactivation of a blower during an
ATWS scenario which could cause recriticality as fuel is cooled [7].
In steady state, the primary causes of hot spots are twofold: a competition
between buoyancy and coolant flow, and the formation of bypass channels due
to flow blockage. Most HTGR designs feature downward flow of coolant through
the core, and buoyancy acts to drive helium flow upwards. This effect is
compounded by the helium’s increasing viscosity with respect to temperature.
Flow channel misalignment can occur due to mismatched thermal expansion in
prismatic blocks or due to pebble motion in pebble bed reactors. Both issues
often result in the formation of unintended bypass channels which redirect
coolant along easier flow paths, further increasing the temperature of these hot
spots [7].
Common accidents analyzed for the HTGR include RIAs, PLOFC accidents, and
depressurized loss of forced cooling (DLOFC) accidents. In these accidents,
safety limits are established based on fuel temperature and reactor pressure
vessel (RPV) temperature. American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)
standards limit pressure vessel temperatures to 823 K for long-term operation [8].
In an RIA, the primary heat transfer mechanism is forced convection, just as it is
in steady state, but in the PLOFC and DLOFC scenarios, the primary heat
transfer mechanisms are natural circulation (PLOFC only), conduction and
radiation from fuel through the moderator to the structural materials and
ultimately to the containment [9].
Both the RIA and PLOFC ATWS scenarios have been tested to demonstrate
passive safety in both the HTTR and HTR-10, showing that the strong negative
temperature feedback and heat conduction through the core in small HTGRs is
sufficient to bring the reactor to a safe state [10], [11]. Numerous computational
studies have explored the impact of core size, power distribution, and fuel
thermal properties and geometry on both safety and fuel cycle performance.
Sambuu and Obara performed studies examining the impact of several
parameters, including power profile, thermal properties, density, and containment
building surroundings (air or soil) on passive decay heat removal following
shutdown [12], [13]. They found that the conventional Bessel’s function and
6

cosine power distribution leads to higher peak temperatures, and flattening the
power profile reduces peak fuel temperatures when only passive decay heat
removal is available [12]. They also explored the impact of reactor building and
reflector properties on peak fuel and reactor building temperatures. They
discovered that varying reactor building properties had no impact on maximum
fuel temperature, and the position of a reactor building, whether above or below
ground, has no impact on peak fuel temperature [13]. Strydom explored severe
accidents in the pebble-bed reactor and showed a re-criticality in the event of a
loss of forced cooling (LOFC) without SCRAM [14] that can also be seen in
HTTR tests [10]. Lu et al explored the impact of fuel thermal properties on design
basis accidents in a large-scale HTGR and found that increasing thermal
conductivity and heat capacity decreases fuel temperature for the LOFC
transients, and increasing thermal conductivity decreases peak temperature in an
RIA. The latter effect, though, is only because the steady-state temperature is
higher with lower thermal conductivities. The fuel temperature increase is still the
same for a given reactivity insertion because the fuel temperature change is
controlled only by the reactivity insertion and the feedback coefficients. As a
result, changing the fuel heat capacity does not change the final fuel
temperature, but higher heat capacity does allow more time before the fuel
reaches its final temperature [15]. Strydom has presented a validated RELAP53D model for a prismatic modular HTGR and a benchmarked model of a pebblebed reactor [16], providing confidence in the use of RELAP to predict general
gas-cooled reactor behavior. Beyond the work of Strydom et. al to demonstrate
RELAP5-3D coupled to the INL reactor physics code PHISICS for an OECD
benchmark on HTGRs, Lu has demonstrated the capability of PHISICS/RELAP53D to provide agreement with HTTR data in steady-state and the PLOFC test.
Lu’s models, though, predicted recriticality approximately an hour earlier and a
power peak about twice as high [17].

Historical TRISO Tests
The UK’s Dragon project pioneered the development of coated-particle fuels. The
initial stages of Dragon fuel development consisted of an effort to design a
ceramic fuel with a single pyrolytic carbon layer to mitigate fission product
release. This design was found to improve fission product retention, but it still
allowed the release of some barium, cesium, and strontium from the fuel kernel,
so an intermediate metallic carbide layer was added [18], and it has remained to
this day. Since the Dragon project, coated-particle fuels have undergone
significant development and testing worldwide, including German-led efforts to
produce high-quality UO2 TRISO, ongoing development of UCO TRISO in the
US, Chinese TRISO manufacturing for application in HTR-10, and Japanese
TRISO development for the HTTR. German and US TRISO tests have shown
fuel failure fractions under 10-4 at sustained temperatures of 1,873 K [19].
7

German testing of UO2 TRISO in the 1980s showed that at relatively low burnup
of 11% fission of initial metal atoms (FIMA), fission product retention is excellent
at temperatures below 1,923 K, but as burnup increased (14% FIMA), fuel failure
began to occur at 1,873 K. Modern German low-enriched uranium (LEU) TRISO
exhibited little to no failure at the same temperatures [20]. One proposed
mechanism for failure of 1980s German TRISO at high temperatures is the
migration of oxygen from the fuel kernel to the SiC matrix, in which the SiC is
attacked by the oxygen and CO forms. To mitigate this effect, the US Advanced
Gas Reactor (AGR) TRISO program has focused on development of UCO
TRISO [21]. Testing of AGR TRISO has shown no appreciable failure at burnup
of 19.6% FIMA and temperatures in excess of 1,873 K[19].
Tests of UO2 TRISO were performed in RIA conditions at the HYDRA and IGR
reactors, but neither set of tests matched HTGR RIA conditions particularly well;
HYDRA tests under-estimated the pulse width, and IGR tests overestimated the
energy deposition. The HYDRA tests showed a strong correlation between
energy deposition and failure fraction for extremely rapid transients. The HYDRA
power pulses had a width on the order of a few milliseconds, which is far too
rapid to represent HTGR RIA conditions. For values of energy deposition up to
500 J/g-UO2, these tests found that the failure fraction was negligible, although
some cracking did occur within the fuel kernel. As energy deposition approached
1,000 J/g, the fuel failure fraction increased, and as energy deposition exceed
1,300 J/g, fuel melting occurred, and the fuel failure fraction rapidly approached
1. The first increase in fission gas release from the HYDRA tests was observed
at an energy deposition of 800 J/g-UO2. For energy deposition below 1,050 J/g,
particles had cracked, but once energy deposition exceed 1,300 J/g-UO2, the
central region of the fuel particles underwent structural changes that are believed
to be indicative of melting [22].
Two sets of tests were conducted on graphite pebbles containing TRISO fuel
using the IGR; the first set of tests used pulse widths ranging from 0.7-1.6
seconds and energy deposition rates of 150-620 kW per fuel element, and the
second set of tests used pulse widths ranging from 7-30 seconds with an energy
deposition rate of 46 kW per fuel element. In the first set of tests, energy
deposition reached 26,000 J/g-UO2. In this set of tests, no pebble failure was
observed, but based on HYDRA results, fuel particles themselves must have
failed. In the second set of IGR tests, energy deposition reached 90,000 J/g-UO2,
and surface temperatures of the pebbles reached 2,000 K. These tests, which
radically overshoot realistic HTGR RIA conditions, showed cracking in the matrix
material itself [22].
Tests on unirradiated fuel compacts at Japan’s Nuclear Safety Research Reactor
(NSRR) that aimed to mimic rapid control rod withdraw in HTTR generated
energy deposition ranging from 200-2,300 J/g-UO2. For tests with energy
8

deposition at 2,300 J/g-UO2, the fuel compacts themselves developed cracks.
For these cases, the UO2 kernels in the TRISO particles were found to have
vaporized, leaving only a void [22]. Later tests of UO2 TRISO in RIA conditions at
NSRR showed no TRISO particle failure for power pulses with energy deposition
below 1,400 J/g-UO2 and fuel temperatures below the UO2 melting point. This
work suggests that the failure mechanism for previously unirradiated TRISO in
RIA conditions is the cracking of the coating due to mechanical stresses from the
melting fuel kernel [23]. Computational studies on failure of unirradiated TRISO in
RIA conditions that mimicked the NSRR tests showed good agreement in the
relationship between fuel melting and energy deposition, as well as onset of SiC
failure [24].
These studies have demonstrated two types of HTGR fuel failure: particle failure
and matrix failure. Particle failure occurs for energy deposition around 1,400 J/gUO2 when fuel melting occurs. Matrix failure is the result of significantly greater
energy deposition – at least 2,000 J/g-UO2, and any scenario with matrix failure
has already experienced particle failure.

Wavy Channel Heat Transfer Enhancement
A common technique for improving heat transfer over straight cylindrical or
parallel-plate flow paths is the use of wavy flow channels, which increase the
surface area of a flow path and improve mixing. The improved heat transfer
comes at a cost of increased pressure drop [25]. Preconceptual TCR designs
have employed wavy flow channel geometries, so a review of the literature on
heat transfer enhancement due to wavy channel geometry was conducted.
Studies on the heat transfer characteristics of wavy channels frequently focus on
the effects of channel geometric properties such wave spacing (S), wavy
amplitude (A), and wave pitch or length (L) on both heat transfer and pressure
drop [26]. Waves can be in or out of phase, and phase can have a significant
impact on the pressure drop and the heat transfer in wavy flow channels.
Geometry Variation for In-Phase Waves
In 1997, Wang et al. [25] examined the impact of wave number and fin spacing
on friction loss and heat transfer coefficient for in-phase and out-of-phase waves
(phase angle between rows of waves being either 0 or 180°) in a wavy fin-andtube heat exchanger. They used forced air convection at Reynold’s numbers
ranging from 400 to 8,000. They found that for in-phase waves, the effective
friction factor was independent of the wave number, but the average heat
transfer enhancement asymptotically decreased with increasing wave numbers
for low Reynold’s numbers, but for transition and turbulent flow, wave number
had no effect on heat transfer enhancement. The proposed explanation is that for
Reynold’s numbers below approximately 2,000, the mixing caused by wavy
geometry is insufficient to prevent the formation of thermal boundary layers. At
Reynold’s numbers greater than 2,000 this effect disappears, and the heat
9

transfer enhancement becomes independent of the wave number. This study
also found that for in-phase waves, larger fin spacing (S) causes smaller friction
losses. When compared to straight channel fin-and-tube heat exchangers, heat
transfer coefficients were found to be 55 to 70% higher, but friction losses were
66 to 140% higher.
Zhang et al. [26] explored the impact of waviness and fin spacing ratio on heat
transfer coefficient and pressure loss. In doing so, they examined three wave
parameters: wave separation (S), wavy amplitude (A), and wavelength (L) which
were broken into two dimensionless parameters: channel corrugation ratio (𝛾 =
2𝐴/𝐿) and channel spacing ratio (𝜖 = 𝑆/2𝐴). The Zhang study also examined
forced air flow, but the Reynold’s number range was smaller: 10–1,000. They
found that for sufficiently small values of 𝜖, viscous forces prevented flow mixing
and dampened heat transfer enhancement, and for extremely large values, the
impact of waviness on heat transfer enhancement was reduced. Friction factor
and heat transfer coefficient increased with increasing corrugation ratio and
decreased with increasing channel spacing. This study identified two flow
regimes for heat transfer enhancement: a lower flow regime (Re < 10) in which
heat transfer enhancement was minimized, and a higher flow regime (10 < Re <
1,000) in which vortices form inside wave troughs, disrupting boundary layers
and improving heat transfer. Defining the area goodness factor as the ratio
!

between the Colburn j factor (𝑗 = 𝑁𝑢/(𝑅𝑒𝑃𝑟 " )) and the Fanning friction factor,
optimum heat transfer enhancement with minimal increase in pressure loss
occurs for channel spacing ratios between 1 and 1.5. To understand the relative
heat transfer enhancement between two geometries, a comparison can be made
between the area goodness factor. For higher goodness factors, the impact is
predominantly to enhance heat transfer, and for lower goodness factors, the
predominant impact is an increase in pressure drop.
Subsequent studies have explored the same dimensionless parameters for
Reynold’s number ranges up to 9,420 [27] and found that the area goodness
factor continues to fall off as the channel spacing ratio increases. For Reynold’s
numbers up to 1,000, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) studies [28], [29] have
explored the impact of these parameters and shown that increasing the
corrugation ratio leads to an increase in both heat transfer enhancement and
friction losses. Sui et al. [28] found that corrugation ratios between 0.05 and 0.2
could increase Nusselt numbers by factors ranging from 2 to 4, with increasing
corrugation ratio leading to increased heat transfer enhancement, but they did
not report channel spacing, so estimates of channel spacing ratio could not be
made. Mohammed et al. vary the corrugation ratio by changing the amplitude of
the waves as opposed to the wavelength, creating the secondary effect of
decreasing the separation ratio as the corrugation ratio increases. Their study
shows an increase in the local heat transfer coefficient with the increasing
corrugation ratio up to a ratio of 0.21875. The final corrugation ratio they
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examine, 0.25, yields lower heat transfer coefficients than the straight channel, a
decrease they attribute to poor mixing [29].
Geometry Variation for Out-of-Phase Waves
Waves can be out of phase in a range from 0 < 𝜃 < 180°. Elshafei et al. [27]
examined the impact of variations in separation distance and phase angle and
found that the impact of separation was greater than the impact of phase
difference. The magnitude of the friction factor was found to be slightly higher for
waves out of phase by 180° than for waves that were in phase, but the trends of
increasing friction factor with increasing separation remained unchanged. In
general, the Elshafei study found that maximum heat transfer enhancement
occurs at phase angles of 0° for a fin spacing of 10 mm, or 180° for a fin spacing
of 4 mm, but the maximum area goodness factor occurs for a phase angle of 0°.
They also found that heat transfer enhancement ranges from a factor of 2.6–3.2,
and pressure drop increases by a factor of 1.9–2.6. Yin et al. [30] conducted
further study on the impact of phase shift for Reynold’s numbers from 2,000 to
10,000. They found that the friction factor decreases with an increasing
Reynold’s number and with an increasing phase angle. For the fin spacing
examined by Yin et al., increasing phase angle leads to decreased heat transfer.
These two pieces of information together reveal that for the geometry considered
by Yin (amplitude 3.5 mm, wavelength 28 mm), increasing phase angle leads to
a decreased area goodness ratio, which is similar to the results from Elshafei et
al. [27].

Microreactor Concepts and Economics
In recent years, interest in deploying reactors on the scale of 1–20 MWe for
military and civilian applications has grown considerably. The US Department of
Defense is interested in pursuing microreactor technology for military installations
to improve the security of power supply, including the potential use of mobile
nuclear power plants for forward operating bases [31]. For remote installations
such as mining installations or small towns, the primary source of energy is often
diesel generators, which require a supply of volatile, expensive diesel fuel
that contributes to climate change [1]. Key features of microreactors that would
be advantageous to remote sites and military installations include the capability
for off-grid operation, around-the-clock operation, long fuel residence times, and
inherent safety. Designers of microreactors include nuclear industry veterans like
Westinghouse with their fast-spectrum heat pipe reactor [32] and an array of
startups pursuing gas-cooled, light-water, and molten-salt systems. Many of
these microreactor concepts have fuel residence times of a decade or greater.
Despite these advantages, the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) predicts that the
economics of microreactors will bar them from being competitive on the main US
grid [1]. The NEI estimates that the lead-time from ordering the first microreactor
to its operation is between five and ten years [2].
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RIA Sensitivity Studies
Sensitivity studies assessing the impact of design parameters on RIA are nothing
new. In 2001, an international benchmarking team compared three best-estimate
tools—one each from the United States, the Russian Federation, and France—to
quantify the uncertainty in energy deposition calculations for a super-prompt
reactivity insertion in a pressurized water reactor at HZP. The different toolsets
each provided differing values of k-effective, inserted reactivity worth, and
Doppler coefficient, but they all provided good agreement on peak power, pulse
width, and time of peak. The French tool, CRONOS2, employed heterogeneous
fuel assembly models describing individual fuel pins, and the US and Russian
tools, PARCS/RELAP and BARS/RELAP, used homogenized fuel assemblies,
leading to significant differences in energy deposition calculations. However,
when the CRONOS models were homogenized to represent assembly-average
conditions, all three codes were found to be in good agreement [33]. This study
showed that small uncertainties in accident parameters would not necessarily
lead to significant differences in figures of merit for the RIAs.
A more systematic uncertainty quantification study examined the impact of
uncertainty in nuclear data on peak power and fuel energy deposition. The
parameters investigated included multigroup cross sections, delayed neutron
fraction, and precursor group decay constants. The study also examined thermal
hydraulic properties like coolant temperature; thermal conductivity of fuel, gap,
and cladding; and fuel element sizes on peak power and fuel energy deposition.
The study showed that changes in nuclear data can result in a significant impact
on both peak power and energy deposition [34].
A similar study was conducted for the Russian VVER (water-water energy
reactor), exploring the sensitivity of peak power and maximum fuel temperature
to delayed neutron group yields and decay constants, moderator density cross
section, fuel thermal conductivity, and temperature of the moderator and the fuel.
This study found that the moderator temperature cross section has the greatest
impact on RIA during a standalone neutronics calculation, but during a coupled
neutronics/thermal-hydraulics calculation, fuel thermal conductivity had the
largest impact [35].
In a study similar to that of Lu et al. [15], Strydom found that varying the thermal
conductivity of TRISO fuel coating in a pebble bed by up to 10% caused a
significant difference in peak power. Increasing the thermal conductivity led to an
increase in peak power. Varying fuel (UO2) thermal conductivity by the same
amount led to an even greater change in peak power [14]. The increase in peak
power with increasing thermal conductivity is a result of an increase energy being
removed from the fuel; therefore, less energy remains to increase the fuel
temperature and suppress the reactivity excursion. The same study showed that
a 10% increase in fuel or coating specific heat caused an increase in peak
12

power; however, in this case, the impact of coating changes overpowered the
impact of fuel changes. As a result of the changes in specific heat, maximum fuel
temperatures varied, too, and in the same order as peak power. The highest fuel
temperature occurred for the enhanced coating specific heat, and the lowest fuel
temperature occurred for the decreased coating specific heat [14].
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CHAPTER THREE
TRACE-TO-RELAP COMPARISON
A preliminary transient analysis was conducting using the US Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) TRACE code. TRACE is a systems-level code that can
model a wide range of reactor phenomena through its nonequilibrium
thermodynamics, multidimensional two-phase flow, and point kinetics models.
Because it was developed by the NRC, TRACE has a history of being used for
confirmatory analysis to support reactor licensing, but it has not been validated
for gas-cooled reactors [36]. Therefore, RELAP5-3D is being used to confirm the
TRACE analysis. Whenever possible, TRACE and RELAP descriptions of the
system are identical. RELAP’s extensive history as a gas-cooled reactor
modeling tool, including the works of Strydom [16], Lu [15], [17], and others [37]–
[39] provides confidence in RELAP’s capability to perform TCR transient
analysis. The comparisons presented herein serve not only to provide
confidence in the results of simulations by showing similar response with two
systems codes but also show how tools for licensing (RELAP) and confirmatory
analysis (TRACE) with different quality assurance standards may show slightly
different results for the same design. TRACE is a confirmatory tool used by the
NRC with quality assurance standards described in a series of NRC guidance
reports. RELAP5-3D is a tool being used by the DOE for TCR licensing with
quality assurance guidelines stated in DOE Orders and guides, as presented in
Figure 5 of the DOE’s Molten Salt Reactor Campaign Modeling and Simulation
Program Plan [40].

Steady State
The TRACE model was created to represent average core conditions in both
steady state and transient operations, so the reactor itself is defined as a single
component modeling total, spatially uniform heat generation and total coolant
mass flow rate. For these preliminary calculations, the core was modeled in
TRACE as a series of parallel pipes with each pipe enclosed by a fuel generating
a total power of 1 MW. Coolant enters at a temperature of 373 K and a pressure
of 4.75 MPa. These core conditions represent an early preconceptual design and
do not reflect the current planned TCR operating conditions. In compliance with
ASME B31.1-2018 [8], the maximum allowable reactor pressure vessel (RPV)
temperature for long-term operation is 823 K, and steady-state coolant outlet
temperatures are held 200 K below this temperature to provide safety margin.
Upon exiting the core, helium flows through the hot leg to a heat exchanger,
which is represented as a series of low-diameter parallel pipes. The secondary
side of the heat exchanger has been set at 310 K, and the heat transfer
coefficient was varied until a core inlet temperature of 373 K was reached. By
implementing this methodology, heat can be removed from the system without
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the need for a detailed model of the heat exchanger because these models were
developed before the full system had been designed.
The initial model used temperature-independent fuel thermal properties based on
representative values for fully ceramic microencapsulated (FCM) fuel in TCR
operating conditions [4].
The RELAP model was designed to mirror the TRACE model as closely as
possible to reduce uncertainty in the comparison between the two codes. The
core geometry and heat structure definitions of the two codes are identical,
including the thermal properties used in both of their fuel elements. The values
used in this chapter were from an early core model. The reactor design has
undergone significant change since this analysis, but the comparison confirms
that TRACE and RELAP can provide similar results.
In both models, the coolant temperature at the inlet to the reactor core is
controlled by variations of heat transfer across the heat exchanger. The coolant
outlet temperature is fixed by defining the maximum temperature change allowed
in the core. The coolant mass flow rate is controlled by a pump component set to
control the impeller rotational velocity until the core mass flow solves Equation 1:
𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟
𝑚̇ =
(1)
𝐶! Δ𝑇
Such a control system allows the steady-state coolant temperature to be within
safety limits, regardless of reactor power. With the exception of the efficiency
curves, the pumps in TRACE and RELAP were defined identically, but the
pressure change across the pumps, which is indicative of the pressure drop
across the system, differs between the two codes. TRACE calculates a system
pressure drop about 30 percent higher than RELAP does. This difference results
in a difference in transient coolant flow rate that will become significant during the
PLOFC accident.
In steady state, the results of RELAP and TRACE are almost identical. Coolant
temperatures agree within 0.75 K, and pressures agree within 0.036 MPa. A
side-by-size comparison of steady-state properties can be seen in Figure 3, in
which both models assume a uniform power distribution.
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Figure 3. TRACE to RELAP steady-state comparison

PLOFC with SCRAM
The PLOFC accident occurs as a result of the helium circulator going offline, due
to a power outage, mechanical failure, or operator error. The consequence of
pump power loss is a decrease in coolant flow rate. The pump failure has been
modeled as an exponential decay in the rotational velocity of the impeller until a
minimum velocity of 0.1 rad/s is reached. This value was selected to simulate
natural circulation in TRACE. The decay constant for the rotational velocity was
chosen as 0.04 s-1 to represent a case in which the circulator coasts down over a
period of 25 seconds. Though circulator design has not been finalized, this value
is expected to provide an upper bound on pump operation. The impeller’s
rotational velocity contributes significantly to the mass flow rate during the
PLOFC. In the TRACE steady-state model, the initial rotational velocity of the
impeller is 0.945 rad/s, and in RELAP it is 1.006 rad/s. The impeller velocities
can be seen in Figure 4.
Both rotational velocities converge to the minimum value within 60 seconds of
the pump failing, but the coolant mass flow rates, as shown in Figure 5, never
agree after the pump failure, because the steady-state mass flow rates are both
calculated in accordance with Equation 1, but transient mass flow rates depend
on the property tables stored in each code and the pressure drops across the
system.
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Figure 4. Helium circulator impeller velocity during the PLOFC

Figure 5. Coolant mass flow rate in PLOFC with SCRAM
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Failure of the pump should trigger the insertion of the shutdown rod, bringing the
reactor to decay heat mode and allowing the fuel to cool down as a result of the
natural circulation of helium through the system. As shown in Figure 6, following
insertion of the shutdown rod, the reactor enters decay heat mode, with
differences in power due to different assumptions regarding reactor operation
prior to the onset of the PLOFC. The TRACE model assumed the reactor
operated at 1 MW for a day prior to the accident, and the RELAP model assumed
operation for a year. Consequently, the power in RELAP is higher due to a decay
heat source term that is nearly 2 times larger than the TRACE value at 3,000
seconds.
Despite its higher power, RELAP shows a lower peak fuel temperature during the
first 1,500 seconds of the accident, which is attributed to a coolant flow rate up to
40 percent higher in the early stages of the accident. As coolant flow rate in
RELAP falls below its TRACE counterpart, TRACE gradually reaches a lower
fuel temperature, never to be surpassed by RELAP and with its higher decay
heat source term. These results are presented in Figure 7.

Figure 6. Post-SCRAM reactor power
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Figure 7. Peak fuel temperatures in the PLOFC with SCRAM

For both fuel and coolant, the SCRAM successfully lowers temperatures and
ensures the integrity of the fuel and the reactor pressure vessel. The SCRAM
was assumed to occur 10 seconds after the onset of the PLOFC, which can lead
to an initial temperature increase, but this effect was negligible in the scoping
calculations presented here.

PLOFC without SCRAM
Failure to SCRAM in the event of a PLOFC is considered a beyond design basis
event for TCR and was explored only to investigate the inherent safety of the
TCR concept. The reactor’s inability to suppress power causes the decreased
coolant flow to be exposed to the full power of the reactor, resulting in a higher
coolant temperature. This increased temperature causes an increased density
gradient in the core, resulting in an increased natural circulation flow rate when
compared to the case with SCRAM, as can be seen in Figure 8. A second result
of the increased coolant temperature is an increase in fuel temperature, as seen
in the early phases of Figure 9. The increase in fuel temperature leads to a
decrease in power as the negative Doppler coefficient of the fuel provides
reactivity feedback, which then leads to limited suppression of the power. Core
power levels then oscillate until a steady state is reached, during which heat
generation due to fission and decay of fission products matches heat removal
due to the natural circulation of coolant, as seen in Figure 10.
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Figure 8. Mass flow rate in the PLOFC without SCRAM

Figure 9. Maximum fuel temperature in PLOFC without SCRAM
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Figure 10. Power in the PLOFC without SCRAM

The slightly higher power in RELAP results in higher peak temperatures for fuel
and coolant. Peak coolant temperature is over 100 K beneath the long-term RPV
temperature limit of 823 K, and peak fuel temperatures are far from melting. In
the long-term, the higher mass flow rate in RELAP overpowers the higher power,
leading to a lower long-term fuel temperature in RELAP as compared to TRACE.
These results are similar to those observed with the HTR-10 and HTTR [10], [11],
providing confidence in the abilities of TRACE and RELAP to model these
transients for TCR. Without the coupling between RELAP and PHISICS from the
models used by Strydom [16], the PLOFC models will not calculate recriticality
due to the decay of xenon and samarium.

Reactivity-Initiated Accident
Reactivity control in TCR is achieved through an ex-vessel absorber shroud. The
worth of an individual shroud segment will depend upon the final TCR design, but
for the sake of scoping calculations and code-to-code comparison, a 0.1$
reactivity insertion was modeled using temperature-dependent reactivity
feedback. The effects of such a sub-prompt insertion on the reactor power can
be seen in Figure 11.
TRACE and RELAP were not expected to yield identical results for the RIA, but
the magnitude of differences in both peak power and the final asymptotic power
was concerning. RELAP calculated a peak power 7.3 percent higher than
TRACE, and an asymptotic power 15.6 percent higher, so the results of TRACE
and RELAP calculations were compared to analytic solutions describing RIA,
primarily the Nordheim-Fuchs adiabatic energy deposition model. To that end,
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the temperature-dependent reactivity feedback was modeled with an average
temperature-independent reactivity feedback coefficient calculated by averaging
Equation 2 across a temperature range from 500 to 800 K to capture the
minimum and maximum fuel temperatures during the 0.1$ reactivity insertion.
1
𝛿𝑘
𝛾 (𝑇 ) =
(2)
$ C𝛿𝑇 E
@𝑘"## (𝑇)B
The averaging yielded a reactivity coefficient of -1.74 × 10-5 K-1, or -0.0026 $/K.
For the sub-prompt RIA, the asymptotic change in average fuel temperature can
be found by dividing the inserted reactivity by the reactivity coefficient. Using the
average reactivity coefficient, the expected temperature increase is 38 K.
The change in average fuel temperature in TRACE was found to be 30 K, and in
RELAP the change was 38 K, as shown in Figure 12. The power response with
constant feedback can be seen in Figure 13.
The same reactivity coefficient was then applied to a reactivity insertion of 1.5$ to
compare peak power and maximum temperature change to predictions from the
Nordheim-Fuchs model. The predicted asymptotic temperature increase for such
a reactivity insertion is 569 K. The calculated temperature response between the
two codes can be seen in Figure 14.

Figure 11. Power response to 0.1$ reactivity insertion with temperature-dependent feedback
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Figure 12. Average fuel temperature change during 0.1$ reactivity insertion with constant
feedback

Figure 13. Power response to the 0.1$ reactivity insertion with constant feedback
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Figure 14. Fuel temperature change for a 1.5$ reactivity insertion with constant feedback

In the event of the larger reactivity insertion, the results from the two codes agree
better. TRACE calculates a temperature increase of 575 K, and RELAP
calculates 569 K. Based on fuel temperatures in both the sub- and super-prompt
domains, RELAP is found to be in better agreement with analytic models. Ott and
Neuhold present Equation 3 to calculate the maximum power, where P0 is the
power immediately following the prompt jump, and 𝛾% is the Doppler energy
coefficient [41].
(𝜌 − 𝛽)$
)
𝑃&'( = 𝑃 −
(3)
2Λγ*
Using a prompt generation time of 4.42 × 10-5s and a delayed neutron fraction of
6.6 × 10-3, the peak power is predicted to be 2,543 MW at a time of 0.109 s.
TRACE calculates a maximum power of 3,000 MW (18 percent higher than
predicted) at a time of 0.115 s, and RELAP calculates a maximum power of
2,574 MW (1 percent higher than predicted), also at a time of 0.115 s, as shown
in Figure 15.
The strong agreement between RELAP calculations and analytical predictions
provides confidence that RELAP results for RIAs are accurate in both the suband super-prompt reactivity domains, and the accuracy of the RELAP models
used here is greater than that of the TRACE models.
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Figure 15: Super-prompt RIA power with constant feedback

Conclusions
The comparison between TRACE and RELAP5-3D has shown that both codes
provide results that are qualitatively similar to the behavior of small-scale gascooled reactor systems described in the literature, like HTR-10 and HTTR [10],
[11]. The TRACE and RELAP results are also similar to each other. Differences
in solution methods and quality assurance requirements drive slightly different
calculation results between both codes. The variation in system pressure drop
between TRACE and RELAP ultimately leads to differences in coolant flow rate
for the PLOFC both with and without SCRAM, as do differences in assumed
operational history. The point kinetics modules in TRACE and RELAP also
calculate different results. Based on the analysis presented in this chapter, the
RELAP models provided greater agreement with analytical models for the RIA,
providing additional confidence in RELAP’s use for TCR transient analysis.
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CHAPTER FOUR
TRISO-TO-UO2 COMPARISON
During the preconceptual design process, two thermal-spectrum designs were
considered: a UO2–in–stainless-steel cladding design, and a TRISO-in-SiC
design similar (but not identical) to the one used in previous calculations. In both
cases, the core was moderated with YH1.7. Use of UO2 and stainless steel
presents some different safety limits than use of TRISO and SiC, and differing
thermal and physical properties of UO2 and SiC/TRISO lead to differing designs.
The long-term outlet temperature is consistent across both cores, but peak fuel
temperature limits differ, and for the UO2 design, there is also a peak cladding
limit. These limits can be seen in
Table 2.

Table 2. Scoping study limits for the UO2 and TRISO cores

Property
Outlet Temperature
Fuel Melting
Temperature
Cladding Melting
Temperature

UO2 Limit (K)
823
3,120 [42]
1,643 [44]

TRISO Limit (K)
823
2,818 [43]
--

Both designs feature geometries that are different from one another and from the
analysis presented in Chapter Three. The RELAP model was also updated to
include a hot channel with appropriate axial and radial peaking factors to account
for nonuniform power distribution. The enrichment was held at 19.75% in both
cores, and both cores were examined at multiple power levels to aid in the
selection of a power level for TCR operation.

The UO2 Design
UO2 is widely used as light-water reactor (LWR) fuel at enrichments of less than
5%. The UO2-based TCR design, however, uses 19.75% enrichment. The
relatively high enrichment of the UO2 and the constraint on fuel mass led to an
extremely compact core with a total volume of less than 0.15 m3. The RELAP unit
cell consisted of a UO2 fuel pin clad in stainless steel with external coolant flow.
The model consisted of 761 of these unit cells with mass flow rate and inlet
temperature conditions determined to have a hot channel outlet temperature of
773 K.
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Steady State Results
To benchmark the RELAP results, analytic calculations were performed to predict
core pressure drop, outlet temperature in the hot channel, peak fuel and cladding
interior temperature, and peak fuel surface temperature. These calculations
assumed a constant helium density and a constant heat transfer coefficient
calculated with the Dittus-Boelter correlation. Analytic and RELAP results are
compared in Table 3. The 12 MW RELAP cases failed to converge in steadystate due to the high temperatures and pressure drops; the need for RELAP
models of the 12 MW case is essentially eliminated by the fact that fuel and
cladding temperatures are predicted to exceed the melting point of their
respective materials. Coolant temperatures at the core’s outlet were similar
between both the analytic calculations and the RELAP models, but the cladding
interior temperatures differ because the analytic calculations assumed constant
density and viscosity through the core, resulting in a constant heat transfer
coefficient between the cladding and coolant. RELAP, on the other hand,
updates coolant properties at each axial node, causing variations in heat transfer
coefficient. The variations in heat transfer coefficient and the change in helium
density through the core explain the differences in pressure drop between the
analytic calculations and RELAP.
PLOFC with SCRAM
In the PLOFC with SCRAM, the primary concern is that decay heat overpowers
the coolant flow rate and causes the fuel, cladding, or core vessel to heat up.
Differences in initial mass flow rate cause minor differences between the 1 MW
and 6 MW cases. The minimum rotational velocity condition from Chapter 3 was
removed before these calculations were conducted in favor of allowing RELAP to
calculate the mass flow rate, as shown in Figure 16.
The final mass flow rates calculated by RELAP are 0.09 and 0.16 kg/s for the 1
and 6 MW cases. As the shutdown rod is inserted, the reactor promptly enters
decay-heat mode as shown in Figure 17.
After an initial cool-down period, the 6 MW case has a spike in temperature at
about 500 seconds after SCRAM, as shown in Figure 18.
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Table 3. UO2 steady state results

Property
Inlet
Temperature
(K)
Outlet
Temperature
(K)
Mass Flow Rate
(kg/s)
Pressure Drop
(Pa)
Cladding
Interior
Temperature
(K)
Fuel Surface
Temperature
(K)
Fuel Centerline
Temperature
(K)

1 MW
Analytic
718

1 MW
RELAP
718

6 MW
Analytic
639

6 MW
RELAP
639

773

768

773

773

4.1

4.1

10.0

10.0

1,674

1,319

9,080

8,081

834

827

962

958

985

1,020

1,710

1,700

1,045

1,120

2,230

2,270
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Figure 16. Mass flow rate in PLOFC with SCRAM at 1 and 6 MW

Figure 17. PLOFC with SCRAM Power at 1 and 6 MW
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Figure 18 Fuel temperatures in PLOFC with SCRAM at 1 and 6 MW

The sudden temperature increase results from a mass flow rate decrease that
+&̇
overpowers the decrease in power. Figure 16 shows that +- is negative, and
+.̇

Figure 17 shows that +- is also negative, but if the second term in the right-hand
side of Equation 4 is more negative than the first term, then the coolant, and
therefore the fuel temperature, increases.
C

𝑑
𝑑 𝑄
1 𝑑𝑄
𝑄 𝑑𝑚̇
E 𝑐! Δ𝑇 = C E = C E − $ C E
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑡 𝑚̇
𝑚̇ 𝑑𝑡
𝑚̇
𝑑𝑡

(4)

Overall, if SCRAM occurs, then the reactor enters a stable state following the
loss of flow. Neither fuel nor coolant temperatures ever exceed their values prior
to the SCRAM in the event of a PLOFC.
PLOFC without SCRAM
In the beyond-design-basis event that the reactor fails to SCRAM during the
PLOFC, the primary concern is that fuel and coolant temperatures would exceed
long-term RPV temperature limits or melting points before feedback could
dampen the power. The reactor would not enter decay heat mode; it would
simply drop to a lower power. The higher power relative to the SCRAM case
results in a higher mass flow rate, as seen in Figure 19. The decrease in mass
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flow rate increases the fuel temperature, as seen in Figure 20, which then causes
the reactivity to decrease due to Doppler feedback. In both cases, the fuel
temperatures increase until power is suppressed by the reactivity feedback. The
power decrease causes a fuel temperature decrease. The fuel temperature still
permanently increases above the initial operating temperature, but it is at least
30% below melting following the initial spike. From a fuel temperature
perspective, the PLOFC is not a challenging accident at 1 or 6 MW, even if
SCRAM fails to occur.
The power evolution caused by the decrease in mass flow rate and increase in
fuel temperature can be seen in Figure 21.
The reduction in mass flow rate causes an increase in coolant temperature at the
outlet, as seen in Figure 22. At both power levels, the outlet temperature rapidly
and permanently increases above the RPV long-term temperature limit of 823 K.
Consequently, adequate SCRAM protection should be provided to ensure the
safety of the reactor in the event of a PLOFC. These models only account for
convection cooling of the reactor, and it is possible that conduction cooldown to
the vessel and control shroud could keep the UO2 core under the temperature
limits in
Table 2. However, this analysis provides some conservative limits on operation.

Figure 19. Mass flow rate in the PLOFC without SCRAM at 1 and 6 MW
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Figure 20. Fuel temperature in the PLOFC without SCRAM at 1 and 6 MW

Figure 21. Power in the PLOFC without SCRAM at 1 and 6 MW
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Figure 22: Coolant temperatures in the PLOFC without SCRAM at both 1 and 6 MW

UO2 Conclusions
Based on the steady state results in Table 3, a UO2-fueled reactor using this
design must operate at a power between 1 and 6 MW. In the event of a blower
trip, the reactor absolutely must SCRAM to ensure the integrity of the RPV.
The extremely compact HALEU UO2 core provides some significant challenges
from a thermal management standpoint. Some design changes could improve
the transient response envelope of a UO2 core, namely lowering the enrichment
and increasing the core volume to reduce the volumetric heat source.

The TRISO Design
Historically, gas-cooled reactor fuels have been developed with TRISO particles
containing either a UO2 or UCO kernel embedded in a graphite matrix, but the
TCR TRISO uses a UN kernel, and the conventionally manufactured TRISO
particles are embedded in a SiC matrix. The TRISO core has a total volume of
just under 0.5 m3. A summary of analytic predictions of steady-state conditions
versus RELAP results for 1, 6, and 12 MW can be seen in Table 4.
The TRISO unit cell consisted of a smeared SiC/TRISO annulus with helium
flowing through the central channel. The heterogeneous TRISO-in-SiC fuel
cannot be represented exactly in RELAP, so fuel properties were smeared to
create volume-averaged thermal conductivity and volumetric heat capacity [43],
[45]–[47]. Once again, the analytic models assume a constant heat transfer
coefficient between the fuel surface and the coolant, whereas RELAP calculates
heat transfer coefficient at each axial node.
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Table 4. TRISO steady state results

Property
Inlet
Temperature
(K)
Outlet
Temperature
(K)
Mass Flow
Rate (kg/s)
Pressure
Drop (Pa)
Fuel
Centerline
Temperature
(K)

1 MW
Analytic
704

1 MW
RELAP
703

6 MW
Analytic
604

6 MW
RELAP
603

12 MW
Analytic
534

12 MW
RELAP
534

773

771

773

773

773

775

4.1

4.1

10.0

10.0

14.1

14.1

2,388

2,335

12,170

13,270

22,340

26,680

788

783

821

804

849

826
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PLOFC with SCRAM
Due to the greater thermal conductivity of the SiC/TRISO fuel as compared to
UO2, the thermal energy stored in the fuel is significantly lower. The larger
pressure drop in the TRISO core results in a lower mass flow rate following the
pump failure, providing another significant contribution to the transient response.
The mass flow can be seen in Figure 23. The SCRAM brings the power down, as
shown in Figure 24, which then begins to lower fuel and coolant temperatures.

Figure 23: Mass flow rate in the PLOFC with SCRAM

Figure 24: Power in the PLOFC with SCRAM
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Figure 25. Peak fuel temperature in PLOFC with SCRAM. The "melting" temperature used is the
SiC dissociation temperature of 2,818 K

PLOFC without SCRAM
The PLOFC without SCRAM presents a larger challenge to thermal limits, as was
demonstrated previously. For the TRISO core, the mass flow rate over time can
be seen in Figure 26. The corresponding increase in fuel temperature can be
seen in Figure 27.

Figure 26. Mass flow in the PLOFC without SCRAM in the TRISO core
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Figure 27. Peak fuel temperature in PLOFC without SCRAM in the TRISO core
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Initially, the final fuel temperature response is somewhat counterintuitive. The
fuel temperatures are similar for the highest and lowest powers, but the
intermediate power maintains a higher fuel temperature following the accident.
The coolant temperature response seen in Figure 28 is also counterintuitive at
first glance. The lowest power level has the highest coolant temperature, and the
highest power has the lowest coolant temperature. The fuel temperature’s
response is the result of a combination of the coolant temperature and the power,
as shown in Figure 29. The new steady-state coolant temperature for the 1 MW
case is the highest, but when combined with the relatively lower power, the result
is a lower fuel temperature. The new steady-state powers for the 6 and 12 MW
cores are essentially identical, so the higher coolant temperature for the 6 MW
core results in a higher fuel temperature. The new steady-state outlet
temperatures contribute significantly to the new steady-state fuel temperatures,
and the order of outlet temperatures in the new steady state is the same as the
order of inlet temperatures in steady state, as shown in Table 4.
In all cases without SCRAM, the outlet temperature exceeds the RPV’s long-term
temperature limits, so SCRAM must be guaranteed. These results, like those in
the UO2 core, do not account for conduction from the fuel to structural material
and out of the core. Conduction out of the core may provide the cooling required
to prevent RPV rupture, but this conservative analysis suggests that SCRAM is
needed to cool the core.
TRISO Core Conclusions
Based on the steady-state results in Table 4, TCR can support power levels as
high as 12 MW. These analyses show that, in the event of a pump failure, the
reactor absolutely must SCRAM to assure temperatures remain below
degradation limits, assuming the inlet temperatures from Table 4 are used. The
only significant challenge in the TRISO core is the coolant temperature, so the
transient response could be improved by lowering the inlet temperature setpoint.
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Figure 28. Core outlet temperature in PLOFC without SCRAM for the TRISO core

Figure 29. Power in the PLOFC without SCRAM for the TRISO core.
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Conclusions
The differences in fissile material density and thermal conductivity between UO2
and SiC/TRISO drive the primary differences in the transient response between
these two designs. The high power density and low thermal conductivity of the
UO2 core sets strong limits on the reactor operation, and as a result, the
maximum power that the HALEU UO2 core could reach is between 1 and 6 MW.
The TRISO core has a power density six times lower than the UO2 core and a
much greater thermal conductivity, allowing power levels up to 12 MW. For both
cores as designed, the reactor must SCRAM in the event of a pump failure to
ensure that RPV long-term temperature limits are not exceeded, assuming
conduction from the core is negligible. For the TRISO core, a decrease in inlet
temperature may provide adequate margin for safety in the event of pump
shutdown. In all cases, the reactor is safe as designed, but based on the results
of the analyses without SCRAM, the designs are not inherently safe.
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CHAPTER FIVE
TREAT TEST BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
The TREAT facility is a graphite-moderated air-cooled reactor with uranium oxide
fuel dispersed into moderating graphite blocks. TREAT first achieved criticality in
1959, and prior to its shutdown in 1994, the reactor conducted nearly 2,900
transient tests. For short burst transients of less than 1 s, the reactor can
produce pulses generating up to 2,500 MJ of energy, and for longer pulses,
energy generation can reach 2,900 MJ. The reactor is capable of producing
power pulses of up to 18,000 MW in finely controlled pulses through
programmable transient control rods [48]. TREAT has a demonstrated history of
generating power pulses for both light-water and fast-breeder reactor fuel testing,
and following the reactor’s restart in 2018, the TREAT team demonstrated an
ability to perform pulse shaping activities producing conditions representative of a
loss-of-coolant accident in an LWR. Prior to TREAT restart in 2018, transients
focused primarily on matching integral energy deposition from a power pulse with
little concern for matching the pulse duration, but transients conducted since
TREAT’s return to operation have demonstrated an ability to generate short
pulses typical of RIAs in LWRs and match energy deposition [49].
Transient tests of TCR fuel elements in TREAT are being planned to inform TCR
safety analysis. The goal of the TREAT tests is to demonstrate the integrity of the
additively manufactured SiC matrix in RIA scenarios. To inform the TREAT tests,
RELAP models were created for the HZP and HFP RIAs with two possible
reactivity insertions: 0.75$ and 1$. The 0.75$ insertion represents the failure of
one TCR shroud element, and the 1$ insertion represents a complex failure of
more than one element. The figures of merit required to inform TREAT testing
were power, average fuel temperature, maximum fuel temperature, and energy
deposition. The energy deposition was approximated through two methods: a
conservative adiabatic energy deposition and a realistic specific heat integration.
The adiabatic energy deposition approximation was calculated by integrating the
power curve with respect to time and dividing by an estimated fuel mass. The
specific heat integration estimate for energy deposition was calculated by
integrating the specific heat of UN as reported by Hayes [47] with respect to the
average smeared fuel temperature.
Consistent with expectations, higher peak power was based on the magnitude of
the reactivity insertion as seen in Figure 30. Additionally, the HFP RIAs have
shorter pulse widths than the HZP RIAs.
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Figure 30: RIA Power Profile

One method by which systems codes can be used to predict fuel failure is by
comparing the peak temperature to temperatures at which failure is anticipated.
For the unirradiated samples to be used in TREAT testing, the mechanism that
leads to fuel particle failure is cracking of the TRISO coating layers due to
stresses from fuel melting. Mismatched thermal expansion coefficients between
the fuel meat and the coating layers in the TRISO particle induce stresses that
cause the TRISO particle to crack [23]. The maximum fuel temperature profile for
each RIA can be seen in Figure 31. The maximum fuel temperatures for a 1$
insertion reach 1,900–2,000 K, and maximum temperatures for the 0.75$
insertion are 1,647 K for HZP and 1,697 K for HFP. In all cases, peak fuel
temperature is well below melting [47], so from a systems code perspective,
particle failure is not anticipated.
For the HFP reactivity insertions, the adiabatic energy deposition was calculated
to be 1,509 J/g-UN for a 1$ insertion and 1,572 J/g-UN for a 0.75$ insertion. The
specific heat calculations showed energy depositions of 163 and 116 J/g-UN for
the same cases, respectively. Due to the homogenization of the fuel’s thermal
properties, the energy deposition from the specific heat calculation is not entirely
accurate, but a 2013 study showed that homogenization of FCM fuel properties
for RIA in an LWR yielded energy deposition results that were approximately
correct [50], and the adiabatic energy deposition approximations are similar to
those which have been observed to cause fuel failure by Umeda et al. [23].
Consequently, the specific heat integration is believed to be a far more realistic
energy deposition estimate.
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Figure 31. Fuel temperature in RIA

The extremely conservative adiabatic energy deposition estimate does suggest
particle failure, even with smeared fuel material temperatures well below melting,
but even those calculations of energy deposition are lower than values that have
been shown to cause matrix failure, like the 2,300 J/g-UO2 in NSRR tests [22]. A
one-to-one comparison between the planned TCR TREAT test and the TRISO
tests at HYDRA, IGR, and NSRR cannot be made due to TCR’s use of UN
TRISO and a SiC matrix as opposed to the other tests’ use of UO2 TRISO and a
graphite matrix.
These power and temperature profiles were also provided to ORNL researchers
to perform thermomechanical simulations of individual TRISO particles using the
fuel performance code BISON. These simulations modeled individual TRISO
particles with heat transfer to coolant. The heat transfer through the SiC matrix
and to the coolant was approximated by applying a heat transfer coefficient to the
TRISO particles equal to one-tenth the heat-transfer coefficient between fuel and
coolant from the hottest point in the RELAP model. The BISON model used the
SiC hoop stress due to mismatched coefficients of thermal expansion between
the fuel kernel and the SiC matrix to predict whether the TRISO particles would
fail. The conclusion was that under all cases, the SiC hoop stress was
approximately 4 times too low to induce failure of TRISO particles in the hottest
regions of the core.
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CHAPTER SIX
RIA SENSITIVITY STUDY
Having determined the nominal TCR response to an RIA at both HFP and HZP,
the next step was to analyze the impact of variations in reactor design
characteristics on RIA figures of merit: namely, peak power, peak fuel
temperature, peak outlet temperature, and energy deposition. The sensitivity
study was conducted at both HFP and HZP to provide a sense of the importance
of each parameter under all circumstances. The impact of these properties over
the range shown in Table 5 was calculated using an adaptive Sobol
decomposition scheme driven by INL’s RAVEN [51]. The adaptive Sobol sampler
in RAVEN builds a reduced-order model (ROM) to describe the behavior of the
system as a function of the input variables. The sampler then generates test
points for the RELAP model and predicts the figures of merit requested. The
sampler then compares the results from the RELAP cases to the predicted
results and modifies the ROM based on the outputs, weighting its changes by the
relative importance of each variable. This process is repeated until the relative
error between ROM and RELAP models is less than 10-6, as seen in Figure 32.

Table 5 Sensitivity study parameters

Property
Coolant Flow Rate (kg/s)
Inlet Temperature (K)
Inserted Reactivity ($)

Range
5.2-15.4
530-623
0.50-1.50

Fuel Thermal Conductivity (W/m-K)

5-30

Heat Transfer Coefficient
Enhancement (-)
Core Height (m)

1.00-3.00
0.8604-1.0516

Doppler Coefficient ($/K)

-0.00221 - (-0.00181)

Neutron Generation Time
(microseconds)
Heat Capacity (J/m3-K)

26.22-32.05
1.88 × 106-2.30 × 106
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Rationale
RPV limits
Circulator limits
Equal sampling in
sub- and superprompt domains
SiC thermal
conductivity
degradation
Wavy flow channel
effects
10% variation to
change power
density
Assumed 10%
uncertainty
Assumed 10%
uncertainty
Assumed 10%
uncertainty

Figure 32. ROM error with each calculation step

The upper bound on inlet temperature was set based on limits imposed by the
helium circulator, and the lower bound was based on an assumed minimum
achievable inlet temperature of 325 K. However, a parametric sweep of steadystate parameters revealed that this inlet temperature was not achievable with the
generalized heat exchanger model used in this thesis, so the lowest achievable
temperature was selected instead. Heat exchanger limitations also controlled the
minimum mass flow rate. Maximum coolant flow rate conditions were set to
ensure that the maximum outlet temperature did not exceed 773 K at a power of
12 MW. The upper bound on reactivity insertion was assumed to be failure of two
shroud elements, and the lower bound was set to ensure equal sampling in the
sub- and super-prompt domains. All reactivity was assumed to be inserted
linearly over 0.45 seconds. The thermal conductivity range was set based on the
evolution of 3D-printed SiC thermal conductivity with irradiation up to 10
displacements per atom but was assumed to be constant with respect to
temperature [34]. Heat transfer enhancement was assumed based on a wavy
channel geometry employed in preliminary TCR designs, and the bounds were
set based on values from the literature [27]. Core height, generation time, and
Doppler coefficient were each varied by 10% of the nominal value. Variation in
core height allowed for a change in power density without changing the power.
Variations in the generation time and Doppler coefficient were applied to
accounts for uncertainty in cross sections and temperatures due to the
homogenization of the fuel mixture. These variations also provide conservative
bounds on TCR safety analysis. The volumetric heat capacity of the smeared fuel
mixture was allowed to vary by 10% to account for uncertainties introduced when
the specific heat of several materials is smeared together.
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The specific heat energy deposition estimate was used as the energy deposition
figure of merit for this sensitivity study, and that correlation was not varied with
the fuel heat capacity.

Hot Full Power
The HFP sensitivity study revealed that variation in the inserted reactivity worth
dominated the response for all figures of merit, as seen in Figure 33. As
anticipated, each result scales directly with the reactivity insertion. The
interaction between coolant flow rate and Doppler coefficient provided a
noticeable control over the peak power, overpowering the impact of the Doppler
coefficient itself. Coolant flow rate controls both steady-state temperatures and
heat transfer coefficients. Increasing the coolant flow rate causes an increase in
heat removal from the fuel, leading to higher power required to increase the fuel
temperature; the coupling of this effect to changes in the Doppler coefficient was
significant at HFP. The peak power (Figure 34) and energy deposition both
contribute to the peak fuel (Figure 35) and coolant (Figure 36) temperatures.

Figure 33. HFP Sobol indices (slashes represent interaction between variables
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Figure 34. HFP peak power vs reactivity

Figure 35: HFP peak fuel temperature vs reactivity

Figure 35 and Figure 37 show that fuel temperature and energy deposition are
low enough that fuel failure is not anticipated for any reactivity insertion [23]. The
spread in results at each point along the x-axis in these scatter plots is the result
of the sampling algorithm. The largest number of points is sampled at the
midpoint, leading to a large spread in results there. Fewer points are sampled at
the edge of the property leading to a smaller spread of data points at the edges.
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Figure 36. HFP peak outlet temperature vs reactivity

Figure 37. HFP energy deposition vs reactivity
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The impact of inlet temperature and coolant flow rate on peak fuel and coolant
temperatures is extremely predictable. An increase in core inlet temperature
causes an increase in energy deposition, because the heat capacity of the UN
fuel is greater at higher temperatures, so greater energy deposition is required to
increase the temperature to the point at which sufficient negative reactivity is
inserted to terminate the power excursion.

Hot Zero Power
Much like the results at HFP, at HZP, the reactivity insertion and Doppler
coefficient dominate the variations in response for all figures of merit, as seen in
Figure 38.
The interaction between inlet temperature and mass flow rate controls the
average fuel temperature, and fuel temperature variations control the energy
deposition required to increase the fuel temperature. As shown in Figure 39, the
peak power is more sensitive to reactivity at HZP as compared to HFP, as
evidenced by the higher power at HZP.

Figure 38. HZP Sobol indices
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The change in slope of the power curve at a reactivity insertion of 1$
demonstrates the differences between the sub-prompt and super-prompt
reactivity insertions in the safety case of the reactor. As seen in Figure 40, Figure
41, and Figure 42, peak values for all figures of merit are higher at HZP than
HFP. Figure 40 shows that fuel temperatures remain below melting for all
reactivity insertions, so even for failure of two shroud elements, TCR fuel is
expected to maintain its integrity. Although energy deposition is high, it is not
anticipated to present a challenge to the integrity of the fuel.

Figure 39. HZP peak power vs reactivity

Figure 40. HZP peak fuel temperature vs reactivity
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Figure 41. HZP peak coolant temperature vs reactivity

Figure 42. HZP energy deposition vs reactivity

Hot Full Power with Constant Reactivity Insertion
In both HFP and HZP, reactivity and variations of reactivity and other properties
account for greater than 90% of the variation in all figures of merit, but this result
provides little insight beyond the importance of reducing the amount of reactivity
that can be inserted. To improve understanding about the implications of
changes in design parameters, the sensitivity study was repeated with a fixed
reactivity insertion. RIA behavior undergoes a significant change as the inserted
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reactivity reaches 1$, so the study was conducted for both a sub-prompt and
super-prompt fixed insertion.
HFP Sub-Prompt RIA
For a constant, sub-prompt reactivity insertion at HFP, the primary factor
controlling power and energy deposition is the Doppler coefficient, as seen in
Figure 43. This result conforms to expectations, as the Doppler reactivity
insertion is ultimately responsible for terminating the RIA. Fuel and coolant
temperatures are controlled primarily by the coolant inlet temperature, because
that value controls the steady-state temperature.
Core height has a significant impact on peak power, but a very limited impact on
temperatures or energy deposition. The primary impact of core height is to
change the power density, and the transient conduction equation shows that
power density, as opposed to power itself, is a major contributor to temperature
increase. Consequently, an increase in core height means that a greater power is
required to increase fuel temperatures enough to terminate the reactivity
insertion, as shown in Figure 44. As shown in Figure 45 and Figure 46,
increasing the inlet temperature leads to a corresponding increase in peak
temperatures and energy deposition.

Figure 43. HFP Sobol indices for 0.75$ insertion
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Figure 44. HFP peak power for 0.75$ insertion

Figure 45. HFP peak fuel temperature for 0.75$ insertion

The increase in peak fuel and coolant temperatures with increasing inlet
temperature is self-evident, and the increase in energy deposition is a result of
the increase in fuel specific heat.
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Figure 46. HFP outlet temperature for 0.75$ insertion

The volumetric heat capacity of the fuel has a significant impact on peak power,
a slight impact on energy deposition, and a relatively small impact on peak fuel
and coolant temperatures. Increasing the heat capacity of the fuel means that
greater power is required to increase the temperature and terminate the
transient. The effect of heat capacity can be seen in Figure 47, but the final
temperatures are still dictated only by the initial temperature, the reactivity
insertion, and the Doppler coefficient. The impact of heat capacity on energy
deposition is relatively minor, because variation was applied to the heat capacity
of the smeared fuel material, but it was not applied to the correlation for UN
specific heat that was integrated to calculate energy deposition. This effectively
means that uncertainty was confined to specific heats of the matrix materials and
the impact of smearing the material.
The importance of inlet temperature on peak fuel and outlet temperatures is selfevident, but its impact on energy deposition is less apparent, although
straightforward to explain. Hayes reports that the specific heat of UN increases
with increasing temperature [47], and as a result, higher energy deposition is
required to increase fuel temperature to a level that can terminate the transient.
The impact of coolant flow rate on energy deposition is similar, except that
increasing coolant flow rate decreases steady-state temperature, and therefore it
decreases the energy deposition required to terminate the RIA. The relationship
between coolant flow rate and energy deposition can be seen in Figure 48.
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Figure 47. HFP peak power vs heat capacity for a 0.75$ insertion

Figure 48. HFP energy deposition vs coolant flow rate for a 0.75$ insertion

HFP Super-Prompt RIA
For a constant, super-prompt reactivity insertion at full power, the sensitivities are
similar to those of a sub-prompt insertion at full power, as can be seen in Figure
49. The Doppler coefficient serves as the primary mechanism controlling all
figures of merit, and core height still provides the next greatest control on peak
power, with heat capacity nearly as important. However, the neutron generation
time becomes a significant source of control on peak power, and the impact of
coolant flow rate on peak temperatures becomes greater. With the greater
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reactivity insertion for the super-prompt case (1.25$ as opposed to 0.75$), all
figures of merit are correspondingly higher.
The impact of the coolant flow rate extends beyond merely setting steady-state
temperature; coolant flow rate also controls the fuel-to-coolant heat transfer
coefficient. The power profiles in Chapter Five showed that the sub-prompt
transient occurs over a significantly longer time period than the prompt (and
correspondingly the super-prompt) transient; on the longer time scale, the
impacts of properties that affect the rapid transient, like heat transfer coefficients
and generation time, are reduced. For the shorter time period of the superprompt RIA, these properties (heat transfer coefficient primarily manifesting itself
through coolant flow rate) are of greater importance.
Analytical models for super-prompt RIAs predict that increasing the generation
time causes a decrease in peak power, and the results of this sensitivity study
are consistent with those predictions, as seen in Figure 50. The impact of
generation time is confined to peak power because the integral energy deposition
in an RIA is independent of generation time.

Figure 49. Sobol indices for a 1.25$ insertion at HFP
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Figure 50: Peak power vs generation time for an HFP 1.25$ insertion

Figure 51. Energy deposition vs generation time for an HFP 1.25$ insertion

Peak power decreases with increasing generation time, but pulse width
correspondingly increases to preserve energy deposition. The independence of
energy deposition from generation time can be seen in Figure 51.

Hot Zero Power with Constant Reactivity Insertion
Once again, due to the overwhelming significance of reactivity insertion, the
study was repeated at HZP for both 0.75$ and 1.25$ insertions. The results are
similar to the HFP results, but with figures of merit reaching higher values.
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HZP Sub-Prompt RIA
The Sobol indices for the constant sub-prompt reactivity insertion at HZP can be
seen in Figure 52. As anticipated, the results are qualitatively similar to those of
the HFP sub-prompt RIA. The factors having the most influence on the response
space remain unchanged, although their relative importance in Sobol index and
ranking differs. Doppler coefficient still provides the greatest control on peak
power and energy deposition, with core height being the next most prominent
control on power, but for the sub-prompt HZP RIA, the Doppler coefficient
provides more control over peak temperatures than the inlet temperature.
The impact of mass flow is on par with the impact of inlet temperature. Figure 53
confirms that peak power decreases as the Doppler coefficient becomes more
negative, and Figure 54 shows the same for energy deposition.

Figure 52. HZP Sobol indices for 0.75$ insertion
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Figure 53. Peak power vs Doppler coefficient for an HZP 0.75$ insertion

Figure 54: HZP energy deposition vs Doppler coefficient for an HZP 0.75$ insertion

HZP Super-Prompt RIA
Just as the sensitivities for a sub-prompt and a super-prompt RIA differ at HFP
conditions, so too do they differ at HZP. Once again, the strength of the Doppler
coefficient is the most important parameter for all figures of merit, and core height
and generation time have a significant impact on power but little impact on other
figures of merit. In this case, mass flow is more significant for both temperatures
and for energy deposition, unlike the sub-prompt case. These results can be
seen in Figure 55.
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Once again, the same trends can be seen in the super-prompt HZP RIA as in the
other scenarios. Increasing either inlet temperature or mass flow leads to an
increase in energy deposition. An increase in core height leads to an increase in
peak power by virtue of changing the power density required to increase the fuel
temperature enough to terminate the transient. Peak power decreases with
increasing generation time, and more negative Doppler coefficients lead to lower
values for all figures of merit. The impact of generation time is significant for the
super-prompt RIA in both HFP and HZP and not the sub-prompt RIA. This is
because in the sub-prompt scenario, the reactor period is controlled by the
delayed neutrons, whereas in the super-prompt RIA, prompt neutrons control the
reactor period. In HZP, the impact of generation time is greater than at HFP
because power peaks are higher at HZP, as can be seen when comparing Figure
50 and Figure 56.

Figure 55. HZP Sobol indices for a 1.25$ insertion
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Figure 56. Peak power vs generation time for an HZP 1.25$ insertion

Conclusions
Variations in reactivity insertion contribute to a vast majority of the variation in
power, peak temperatures, and energy deposition. When the reactivity insertion
is held constant, all figures of merit are controlled primarily by the magnitude of
the Doppler coefficient, although inlet temperature is more significant for a subprompt RIA at HFP. For super-prompt RIAs, the prompt generation time provides
significant control on peak power but limited impact on other figures of merit.
Peak power is more sensitive to a greater number of variables than the other
figures of merit, including the core height and the fuel heat capacity. Increasing
the core height decreases the power density and therefore increases the
maximum power that the reactor can reach. Increasing the fuel heat capacity
increases the amount of energy required to increase the fuel temperature and
therefore also increases the peak power. Changing the heat capacity provides
little impact on energy deposition because the uncertainty was applied only to the
heat capacity of the smeared fuel mixture and not to the UN specific heat
correlation that was integrated to calculate energy deposition. If the same
uncertainty were applied to the UN correlation, then energy deposition would
increase as specific heat increases, too, and the effect would likely be significant.
For all reactivity insertions, fuel failure is not expected based on fuel temperature
or energy deposition. The greatest safety margin is realized with low inlet
temperatures, high coolant flow rates, longer generation times, stronger Doppler
coefficients, and low reactivity insertions.
Heat transfer enhancement and fuel thermal conductivity were found to have little
impact on any figures of merit, likely due to the small size of fuel in the model.
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The Sobol total indices, representing the impact of a change in one parameter,
including the changes that result from interaction with other variables, are not
presented because variations in single parameters alone account for greater than
99% of the total variance.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This thesis examines the following questions for the Transformational Challenge
Reactor through the development and application of systems-level models in
parallel with the design of the reactor:
• Do the systems codes TRACE and RELAP5-3D provide similar results for
TCR transient analysis?
• Is the UO2-based TCR candidate design or the TRISO-based candidate
design safer in a pressurized loss of forced cooling (PLOFC) accident, and
at what power levels can these designs be operated safely?
• What parameters should be used for a transient TRISO-based TCR fuel
test?
• What is the impact of varying design parameters on TCR fuel and core
response for a reactivity-initiated accident (RIA)?
Initial scoping calculations were conducted in TRACE to discern the general
behavior of a preliminary TCR design in accident conditions. The TRACE results
were then compared to RELAP5-3D models, and good agreement was found
between both one another and with the behavior of gas-cooled reactor systems
described in the literature search presented in Chapter Two. RELAP was found
to be in good agreement with the Nordheim-Fuchs model for super-prompt
reactivity insertions, providing additional confidence that the use of RELAP was
appropriate for TCR modeling.
As the TCR preconceptual design process progressed, RELAP was used to
compare the transient response of two candidate core designs: one with UO2 fuel
and one with TRISO fuel. Both cores were simulated undergoing a PLOFC from
initial powers of 1, 6, and 12 MW to examine their response based on scoping
study limits. For the UO2 core, a power of 12 MW would lead to fuel and cladding
melt at steady-state, so no 12 MW transients were examined. In order to remain
within those limits, the UO2 core must guarantee SCRAM in the event of a
PLOFC. The low thermal conductivity and high-power density of the UO2 core are
the primary contributors to the need for extremely low power to operate the
candidate UO2 core design. The higher thermal conductivity and lower power
density of the TRISO core allow for operation within scoping study limits at all
powers examined, assuming SCRAM occurs. In the event that SCRAM fails to
occur, then the reactor could be operated within limits by reducing the inlet
temperature, but this event is beyond the design basis. The UO2 core was within
limits at 1 and 6 MW, and the TRISO core was within limits at all power levels,
but neither core demonstrated inherent safety. Based on this information and
other scoping analyses conducted at ORNL, the decision was made to design
TCR for a power of 3 MW and an inlet temperature of 623 K.
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As the TCR design moves towards completion, irradiation tests at the TREAT
facility have been planned to demonstrate TCR safety under RIA conditions. To
inform these tests, a sensitivity study examined the impact of reactivity insertion,
coolant temperature, mass flow rate, core height, thermal conductivity, and heat
transfer enhancement due to wavy flow channels. Of these, heat transfer
enhancement and thermal conductivity were found to have little impact on the
total variation in response for any figure of merit. The magnitude of the reactivity
insertion dominated the response space. When the reactivity insertion was held
constant, peak power was controlled primarily by the core height, which greatly
influences the power density of the system and therefore the average fuel
temperature. Peak fuel and coolant temperatures depend primarily on inlet
temperature and mass flow rate. At HFP, the energy deposition for a constant
reactivity insertion depends primarily on inlet temperature, with mass flow rate
providing the second greatest impact, but at HZP, the energy deposition is
controlled almost entirely by the coolant flow rate. In both cases, increased
coolant temperature leads to increased fuel temperature, which then requires
greater energy deposition to cause the fuel temperature increase necessary to
terminate the transient. The slower progression of the HZP RIA increases the
impact of coolant flow rate by reducing the average difference between heat
generation and removal. Ultimately, for reactivity insertions up to 1.5$, no fuel
failure is expected, but the greatest safety margin can be realized at low inlet
temperatures, high mass flow rates, and small reactivity insertions.

Future Work
Sensitivity studies examining the impact of design properties on the PLOFC, with
and without SCRAM, should be conducted to improve the understanding of
natural circulation in the TCR system. Finally, conduction from the fuel, through
the moderator and structural material, and into containment should be added to
the models to improve the realism of the PLOFC and allow for appropriate
modeling of the DLOFC accident.
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